
KS4 Homework booklet

Climate change and Climatic Hazards
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Unit 1A— Climate Change 15

Climate Change —The Evidence

WeBritish like to talk about the weather, soam climate change should give us plenty to go on..

  

j Climateete is3 any) eipnificecant anis7the Earth's climate over a long period.
The climate constantly changes, it always has, andit alwayswill. Temperature changein the Antarctic

over the last 400 000 years   
 

 

 

1) The Quaternary period is the most recent geological time period, 2 © 6 : :
7 - elle 5 ? 4 interglacials

spanning from about 2.6 million years ago to the present day. £3 u SN57 p i
2) \n the period before the Quaternary, the Earth'sclimate was 5 5 0

warmer and quite stable. Then things changeda lot. 2 à -2
yuri

2

otOuatemany2 8) During the Quaternary, global temperature has £24
= period includes = shifted between cold glacial periods that last for 2, E 2
= the whole of = around 100 000 years, and warmer interglacial $ à 0
=nen histor © periods that last for around 10 000 years. <a S88R8888

14.8 Temperature change over 4) The last glacial period ended Thousands of years ago

‘ad the last 150 years around 15 000 years ago. Since STETTEN INN,
: then the climate has been warming. = This graph shows the last =

= 400 OOOyears but the
5) Global warmingis the term used == place“interglacial cycles have =

to describe the ssharp rise in global = been repeating throughout =
. temperatures over the last century. = Zs Pose period —

T - T T 1 1 = t =

1890 1980 1970 2010 It's a type of climatechange. ATTeons
Year \

Evidence for Climate Change Comes from ManySources Po

Scientists can work out how the climate has changed over time using a range of methods. For example:

1) : As a tree growsit forms a new
ring each year — thetree rings are
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 Ice and Sediment Cores

 

1) Ice sheets are made up of layers of ice
— one layer is formed each year.

 2) Scientists drill into ice sheets to get long cores ofice. | ‘thicker in warm, conditions.

3) By analysing the gases trapped in the layers ofice, they | 2) Scientists take cores and count
can tell what the temperature was each year. the rings to find the age of a tree.

The thickness of each ring shows
4) Oneice core from Antarctica shows the temperature what the climate waslike.

changesover the last 400 000 years (see graph above).

5) The remains of organisms foundin cores taken from
ocean sediments can also be analysed. These can extend

 

8) Tree rings are a reliable source of
evidence of climate change for the   
 

   
 

 

 

 
the temperature record back at least 5 million years. | _ «past 10 209 sais. |

Pollen Analysis - y Temperature Records

I) Pollen from plants gets preserved in sediment, | 1) Since the 1850s global temperatures
e.g. at the bottom oflakes or in peat bogs. have been measured accurately.using

2) Scientists can identify and date the preserved pollen ||. thermometers. This gives a reliable but
to show whichspecies wereliving at that time. | short-term of temperature change.

3) Scientists know the conditions thatplantslive in | 2) Historical (e.g. harvest dates,
now, So preserved pollen from similar plants shows || newspaper weather reports) can extend the
that climate conditions weresimilar. ‘| record of climate changea bit furtherback.       iSEES

 

Glacial cycles — as usedbythe polar bears in the Tour de Greenland...
There were no thermometers2.6 million years ago butscientists can reconstruct climates using these clever methods.

Climate changeisis a hot topicGorry),sso makesure youlearn this stuff inside out andsideways before your exam.  
Unit 1A — ClimateChange
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Climate Change — Causes

Climate change goes back long before humans roamedthis Earth. Somenatural factors causeclimate change
but in the last 150 years or so humanactivities have begun to changetheclimate too.
    
SomeNaturalFactorsare Possible Causes ofClimate Change...

(1) Orbital Changes

1) The way the Earth moves round the Sun changes. For example, the path of

 

 

elliptical

 

 

    
  

the Earth's orbit around the Sun changes from an almost perfect circle to an yt a oe
" * ellipse (an oval) and back again about every 96 000 years. Em)

2) These changesaffect the amountofsolar radiation (how much energy)

 

the Earth receives. If the Earth receives more energy,it gets warmer.

(2) Volcanic Activity

1) Major volcanic eruptions eject large quantities
of material into the atmosphere.

3) Orbital changes may have causedtheglacial and interglacial cycles of the Quaternary period.

(3) Solar Output

 

2) Someofthese particles reflect the Sun's rays
back out to space, so the Earth's surface cools.

 

3) Volcanoes also release CO, (a greenhouse gas—
see below) but not enough to cause warming.

4) Volcanic activity may cause short-term changes
in climate, e.g. the cooling that followed the
eruption of Mount Pinatubo in 1991.

 

 

   
... and so are Human Activities
 

1) The rate ofthe recentrise in global temperature (global warming) is unheard of.

2) There's a scientific consensus (general agreement) that human activities
are causing global warming by making the greenhouse effect stronger.

3) The greenhouseeffect is where greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide (CO,)

and methane, absorb outgoing heat, so less is lost to space.
It's essential for keeping the planet warm.
 

4) Too much greenhousegasin the atmosphere means
too muchenergyis trapped and the planet warms up.

5) Humansare increasing the concentration
of greenhouse gases by:
 

Burning Fossil Fuels

 

1) The Sun's output of energy isn't
constant — it changes in short cycles
of about Il years, and possibly also in
longer cucles of several hundred years.:

2) Periods when solar output is reduced
may cause the Earth's climate to
become cooler in some areas.

3) Mostscientists think that changes
in solar output don't have a major
effect on global climate change. |

 

   

  

 

  Cement is made from limestone, which
contains carbon. When cement is produced,
lots of CO,is released into the atmosphere.
 

 

 

 

 

like coal, oil, natural gas and petrol are burnt,
“e.g. in thermal power stations or in cars.

CO,is released into the atmosphere whenfossil fuels

 
 

1) Earming oflivestock produces lot
of methane — cowsloveto fart...

2) Rice paddies contribute to global warming, |
because flooded fields emit methane.

How very dare youl   

  

 

    

 Deforestation

1) Plants remove CO, from the
atmosphere and convert it into
organic matter using photosynthesis.

2) Whentrees and plants are chopped
down, they stop taking in CO,.

3) CO,is also released into the
atmosphere whentrees are burnt as
fuel or to make wayfor agriculture.

 

  
 

 

    The greenhouse effect — an irresistible urge to throw stones...
1) Explain how deforestation contributes to the greenhouseeffect.

Unit 1A — Climate Change
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Use the revision guide sheets to find the answers

 
 

 

  
Causesof climate change
 

 

  
Week 1 homework questions Due date
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Re Describe the term climate change

Howhasthe climate changed during the Quaternary period ?

Whendid the last glacial period end?

What does global warming mean?

Describe how scientists can measure global

temperatures over;

the last 5 million years

the last 400 000 years

The last 10 000 years

since 1850

Namethree Natural causesof climate change

Explain how earth’s orbit changes global temperatures

What do scientists think orbital changes causedin the

past?

How do volcanoes cause short term cooling of the

earth?

10. Name 4 ways humanactivities are heating up the

planet

11.Describe how the greenhouseeffect works

12.How does burning fossil fuels cause global warming?

13.How doesfarming cause global warming?

14. How does cement production cause global warming

15.How doesde-forestation increase the greenhouse

effect?

 
 



 

Week 1 homework answers Due date
   
 

  
Causesof climate change
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Effects of Climate Change

 

Whetherit's human ornatural factors to blame, scientists are pretty sure climate changeis having an impact...
  

 

 
 

| ClimateChangeAffectstheEnvironment... |

Temperatures are esal to rise bi 0.3-4.8 °C between 2005 and 2100.

This is already causing some major effects on the environment, andwill continue to do so:

' Environmental Effects

1) Warmer temperatures are causing glaciers to shrink and ice sheetslike Greenland to be

melt. The melting of ice on land, especially from the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets,

meansthat water stored onland asice returns to the oceans. This causes sealevelrise.

2) Seaice is also shrinking, leading to the loss of polar habitats. |

3) Rising sea levels means low-lying and coastalareas,like the Maldives, will be flooded more

regularly. Coastal erosion will increase with sea level rise and some coastal areas will be

submerged, so habitats will be lost.

4) Other species are declining due to warming, e.g. some coral reefs are suffering from |

bleaching due to increasing sea water temperatures.

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

5) Precipitation patterns are changing — warmingis affecting how muchrain areas get.

6) The distribution and quantity of some species could change and biodiversity could decrease:

+ Somespecies are now foundin higherlatitudes due to warming temperatures.

+ Somehabitats are being damaged or destroyed due to climate change

— species that are specially adapted to these areas may becomeextinct.

 
WHEE teint IL

"High-latitude” means

far from the equator,

both north and south.
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and it Affects People Too|

Rising temperatures and climate sageidon't only affect the environment — there are impacts on people foo.

Effects on People

1) In someplaces deaths due to heat have increased — but deaths due to cold have decreased.

 
 

 

2) Some areas could become so hot and dry that they're difficult or impossible to inhabit.

Low-lying coastal areas could be lost to the sea or flood so often that they also become

impossible to inhabit. This could lead to migration and overcrowding in other areas.

3) Someareasare struggling to supply enough waterfor their residents due to

problems with water availability caused by changing rainfall patterns.

This can lead to political tensions, especially where rivers cross:borders.

4) Climate changeis affecting farming in different wayssaround the world:

+ Globally, some crops have suffered from climate change(e.g. maizecrops '

have got smaller due to‘ warming in recent years).

+ But somefarmersin high-latitude countries are finding that crops benefit from warmer conditions.

   
 

 

 

5) Lower crop yields could increase malnutrition,illhealth and death 7

from starvation, particularly in lowerlatitudes. : ;

6) Climate change means the weatheris getting

more

extrememore extreme. This means more money has to be spent

onon predicting extreme weather events, reducing the¿hotEimers and rebuilding afterthem.

 

    
 

a

 

The effects ofnot learning this page include declining mark availability...

Well, that was a cheerful read— a whole load of ways that climate change can affect people and the environment.

Butthese are exactathe sort ofthings that aieturn up in your exam, so youdbetter get learning them.  
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Managing Climate Change

You've just seen the effects of climate change — someof them are pretty worrying. People have come up
with a variety of ways of coping, though, and you need to know about them.

_MitigationStrategiesaimtoReduce the CausesofClimate Change
Various strategies aim to reduce the causes of
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 PlantingTrees   

 

climate change, by reducing the concentration
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere: : Planting trees increases the amount of carbon dioxide the

is absorbed from the atmosphere through photosynthesis
 
 Carbon Capture = en

1) Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)is Alternative Energy Production
a newtechnology designed to reduce
climate change by reducing emissions 1)
fromfossilfuel burning power stations.

2) CCSinvolves capturing CO, and

 

 

Replacing fossil fuels with nuclear power and renewabl
energy can help reduceclimate change by reducing
greenhouse gas emissions from power stations.

transportingit to places where it can be 2) In the UK, more offshore wind farms are being built,

stored safely, 62deep underground. several wave and tidal power projects are planned,

— J and new nnuclear power plantsaresale being Planned.

™ International Agreements | u

1) From 1997, most countries in the world agreed to monitor and cut greenhouse gas
emissions bysigning an international agreementcalled the Kyoto Protocol.

2) Each country wasset a target, e.g. the UK agreed to reduce emissions by 12.5%by 2012.
The UK met the target,actually reducing emissions by an average of 22%.

‘| 8) The EU has now agreed to cut emissions by 20%from their 1990levels by 2020.

 
 

 

 

  

 

  
 

_AdaptationMeansResponding toChanges Caused by Climate Change
ASTur    
 

 

Here are some of the ways that people are adjusting to the effects of climate change:

Changing Agricultural Systems

Changingrainfall patterns and higher temperatureswill affect the productivity of existing systems.

1) It may be necessary to plant new crop types that are more suitable to the new climate
conditions in an area, e.g. soya, peaches and grapes may be grown in southern England.

2) In someregions, biotechnology is being used to create new crop varieties which are more
resistant to extreme lg event) e.g. Penaresistant millet isjs:halng grown in Kenya.

ManagingWater Supply Coping with Rising Sea Levels

Dry areas are predicted to get drier, leading Sea levels are predicted to rise by up to 82 cm by 2100,

 

to more water shortages — so people need which would flood manyislands and coastal areas.

to use water resources more efficiently. 1) Physical defences such as flood barriers are being
1) Water meters can beinstalled in built and better flood warning sustems are being put

people's homes to discourage them in place. E.g. the Thames Barrier in London can be
from using a lot of water. | closed to prevent sea water flooding the city.

2) Rainwater can be collected and waste 2) In areas that can't afford expensive flood defences,
water can be recycled to make more . e.g. Bangladesh, people are building their houses
water available. on top of earth embankments and building raised
m u nn , — flood shelters to use in emergencies.

 

WhenIneed alternative energy, I reach for the cookiejar...
Make sure you get the difference between mitigation and adaptation— don’t let the examiners catch youout.

SEEmeans takin action to reduce the risk, and adaptationsmeansis trying too adjust to extreme events. 
Unit 1A—ClimateChange



 

 
Use the revision guide sheets to find the answers

  
 

 
Effects and responseto climate change

  
 

  
Week 2 homework questions Due date
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10.

11.

12.

13,

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

are expected to rise by how much by 2100? Global

temperatures

Whatis climate change doing to the Arctic ice sheets?

How will the melting ice sheets affect sea levels?

Describe three effects of sea level rise

Whyare coral reefs suffering because of climate

change

Howis climate change affecting global precipitation?

Whatis climate change doing to many habitats and

species?

Describe 4 waysclimate changeis affecting the places

where peoplelive.

Describe a positive and negative effect on farming

from climate change.

How can lowercropyields affect people?

Whatis climate change doing to global weather?

What does the word mitigation mean?

How dothesestrategies mitigate climate change

Carbon capture

Planting trees

Alternative energy production

International agreements

What does adaption mean?

Describe two ways farmingis adapting to climate

change

How mucharesealevels expected to rise by 2100

Describe two ways people are adapting to sea level

rise

Describe two ways people are adapting to reduced

water supply

 
 



 

Week 2 homework answers Due date
   
 

 
Effects and responseto climate change

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

A tropical storm is a storm that is formed over warm water, near thetropics. It has wind speeds TYPHOONHAIYAN
of over 74mphandtorrentialrain.

GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION ° Hurricanes (USA and Caribbean),
+ Typhoons (Japan andthe Philippines)

Global atmospheric circulation is the global system of * Cyclones (SE Asia and Australia).
winds, whichtravel from areasof high air pressure to

 

 
Global climate and tropical storms
 Where:Philippines, Asia

When: November, 2013

Saffir-Simpson Scale: category 5

    

 
Conditions neededto form a tropical storm:  

areas of low air pressure. Wind is the movementofair
+ Form over warm oceans (>27°C). As a result they are

from oneplace to another.
PRIMARY EFFECTS SECONDARYEFFECTS
 often foundin tropical areas and occurin the

summer/autumn whenseasareat their hottest.

* Latitudes between5 -20° north andsouthofthe equator. 6,300 dead 1.1m on people in temporary camps

Between 5-20° north and south of the equatorthe earth’s spin is strong enough to spin the clouds 27,000injured Increase in unemployment — % farmers and
creating a tropical storm. + 1.1 million homes damaged fishermenlost their jobs |

Tropical storms are measured using the Saffir-Simpsonscale. There are 5 categories. 30,000fishing boats destroyed Crops destroyed. loss of $53million as rice

Schools, hospitals and shops destroyed Coop Were deSstioyed
Cold air sinks creating high pressure and dry conditions TROPICAL STORM FORMATION: 200m of rain floodedapdeultural land, , Surface and groundwater was contaminated

HEAT 1. The strong overhead sun HEATSthe sea/ocean EVAPORATINGit Transportation routes(roads,rail, ports, uaEE
CLIMATE AT THE EQUATORe.g. Amazonrainforest EVAPORATE 2. Water vapour RISEScarried by warm,rapidly rising air airports) blocked by trees and debris dia ‘les edie reset eier
It is hot and wet (humid) at the equator (0°). It is hot REPLACE/ REPEAT 3. Moreair rushes in to REPLACEtheairthatis rising.It is also rises Specifically the Tacloban airport was damaged Some oa had no power for 1 month
because thereis direct sunlight.It is wet becauseair is carrying more water vapour in to the storm. This forms LOW PRESSURE Service lines (water,gas, electricity) destroyed Shortages of water,feud and chelteriedta
heated by the over head sun and rises, creating a low CONDENSATION/ As the water vapour rises it COOLS and CONDENSESto form thick storm disease
pressuresystem.Asitrises, it cools, water vapour CLOUDS CLOUDS.

 
Trauma and diseases from dead bodies.  Winds movein a circular motion called CELLS,

transferring heat and moisture from one place to

another. This creates different world climate zones.

 

 Warm airrises creating low pressure and precipitation   
 

 

.

.

 

 

 

condenses and formsclouds and heavy precipitation. SPIN/SPIRAL Theclouds SPIN because oftherotation of the earth, forming a SPIRAL. IMMEDIATE RESPONSE LONG TERM RESPONSE
 

 SINKING AIR = EYE Cold air SINKS in the centre of the storm forming the EYE of the storm.
CLIMATE IN THE DESERT REGIONS.E.g. North Africa The storm MOVES in the prevailing wind direction. Gathering POWER
Itis hot and dry (arid) 30°N and 30°S of the equatorIt is It MOVE and ROTATING FASTERasit is FUELED by more warm moist ocean water. . . .
is hot becausethereis direct sunlight. It is dry because LAND/LOSE ENERGY On LAND it LOOSES ENERGYas no warm wateris being evaporated. centres that were created Reconstruction of roads, bridges & airportscold air sinks creating a high pressure system.As theair USAsentaircraft/helicopters for search and noes re nu replaced ene boats.
A = rar - - rescue ishing industries were re-established.
nsusand no condensation occursresulting in On either sigs of How can weprotect ourselves from future People cleared rubble and damage by hand UN,UK,Australia, Japan and USA provided

E ; the eye is the tropical storms? Emergency food from Philippine Red Cross long-term medical supplies and financial aid

itiscoldanddryatthenorth Dole(ON and south pole The eye—in the da walla tall CMApi SnSEE, Emergency hospitals from France, Belgium US, Australia and EU provided financial2 | ank of cloud howeverwecan protect ourselves. andIsrael support for people to start newlives
(90°S). It is cold because thereis no direct sunlight. It is center of the with rapidly + PLAN to preparefor when a tropical storm occurs Cash for work programmes were created to
dry because cold air sinks creating a high pressure tropical storm rising air. Here (emergencykit, practice drill, earthquake proof help people earn moneyin the long term

 

Reconstruction and relocation — 1000s of new

People were evacuated to 1200 evacuation homesbuilt in flood safe areas

  

 

    
  

 

 

Emergency shelter from UK

  system.As the air sinks, no condensation occurs resulting cold air sinks. are very strong buildings, hazard mapping, evacuation routes).
in clear skies. There are no winds, heavy Monitor tropical storm prone areasin order to = Prediction and Preparation for tropical storms

cloudsor wind. rain, thorder PREDICT whenit will occur (previous data, Tropical storm hazards Use PREVIOUS TROPICAL STORM DATAtopredict the track
> It is very calm. andlightening. unusual animal behaviour, measure for small of a current storm

N tremors) Storm surge: The low TRACK TROPICAL STORMS USING SATELLITE IMAGERYso
E> PREPARE when a tropical storm approaches. pressure of the storm sucks that people can be warned in time

Board up windows, prepare emergency supplies, up the sea by several WARNINGSYSTEMSHurricane watch warnspeople of a
evacuate the area metres and pushesit inland possible hurricane, Hurricane warning warnspeople of a

causing severe coastal likely hurricane strike.
Features flooding PLANNED EVACUATION ROUTESPeople know how to

Spin anti-clockwisein Intenserainfall: causes evacuate should a tropical storm occur. Signs clearly show
Northern hemisphere flooding of land, towns and evacuation routes and meeting points

Spin clockwise in rivers EVACUATIONCENTRESPublic buildings prepared with
Southern hemisphere Strong winds: blow down supplies to receive evacuees
A large disc of cloud powerlines and destroy EMERGENCYKITResidents are encouraged to have an
Has a visible eye buildings and infrastructure emergencykit ready in case of a tropical storm

   
     

             

 

   

 

waco < Southeast wade wands
. N N

High pressure2227uenopica! high———/30°S
descending a,  

 

  
Upto

Heavy rainand 300miles| Heavy rain and

thunderstorms across. thunderstorms.

   

Polar east

 

 

 

              

 

  



Use tropical knowledgeorganiser for answers

 

Week 3 Homework questions Due date
   

 

1. What causes (wind) to move from oneplace to

another

Whatis a cell and what doesit transfer?

What causes low air pressure and high air pressure?

What weatherdo low and high pressure bring

Whyis it hot at the equator

Explain how sunlight causes low pressure and rain at

the equator

7. Explain why sinking air causes it to be so dry in the

desert regions

8. Whyis it so cold at the poles?

9. What are the three namesfor tropical storms?

10.State two reasons whytropical storms only form in

tropical seas (between 5-20°) north and south of the

equator

11.Describe how a tropical storm is formed

12.Why do tropical storms lose poweron land

13.What are weather conditions like in the eye of the

storm?

14.What are weatherconditionslike in the eye wall and

the rest of the storm?

15.Nametwovisible features of a tropical storm seen

from above

16.Whatare the 3P’s that help to protect people from the

effects of tropical storms?

17.List three hazards associated with a tropical storm

18.Whatis the Saffir-Simpson scale and how high doesit

go?

19. Describe two ways scientists can try to predict where

tropical storms will hit

20. List three ways people can preparefor thearrival of a

tropical storm
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Week 3 homework answers Due date
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Example:

Tropical storm

The exam paper will refer to this case study in an exam questionas;

‘Using a named exampleofa tropical storm'
 

 

Typhoon Haiyan   Example question : Using a named example, evaluate the immediate and long term responsesto tropical storms
  

 
 

Key idea: Typhoon Hayian wasa category 5 storm. (the strongest category) The storm made landin the Philippines in November 2013 causing
death and destruction. The Philippines is a LIC (HDI rank 116/188, GNI per capita $2900) and therefore many communities were destroyed by
high winds and flooding becauseof low quality buildings and poor flood defences that were not hurricane proof. The authorities struggled to

provide a fast and efficient emergency responseafter the typhoonso international Government and charity (NGO) AID was needed.
 

 

Key hazards of the storm
275Km/h winds destroyed manybuildings

5 metre storm surge flooded manycoastal areas

Extreme rain (400mm) caused widespread flooding
Primary effects — (direct impacts of the storm)

6300 people drownedbystorm surge.

90% of Tacloban city destroyed.

600 000 people homeless, 400 000 homesdestroyed.

30 000 fishing boats lost. (major economy)

Large amounts of crops destroyed. (major economy)

Tacloban airport badly damaged.

Secondaryeffects — (longer term impacts after storm)

14 million people affected.

6 million people without a source of income. (job)

Powersupplies out for a month in some areas.

Landslides blocked roads cutting off communities.

Ferry services and flights disrupted for weeks.

Shortages of food, water and shelter.

Outbreaks of disease due to poorsanitation.

Looting and violence broke out in Tacloban.

Immediate responses

These help people immediately after the

hurricane has occurred. Theyinclude;

search andrescue, evacuation centres,

food and water supplies, temporary shelter

and emergency medical aid

International Governments and AID

agencies sent food aid, water and

temporaryshelters.

US aircraft carrier and helicopters helped

with search and rescue.

1200 evacuation centres wereset up.

UK Governmentsent shelterkits able to

provide emergency shelterfor a family.

French,Belgian andIsraeli field hospitals

wereset up to help the injured.

Philippines Red Cross delivered food aid.  

Long term responses

Thesehelp people in the longer term to get back to

normaland rebuild their lives. They include;

clearing debris and rebuilding infrastructure such

as roads, bridges andairports, rebuilding

economic activity so people can earn money,

rebuilding homes and communities, creating and

repairing hurricane defences

UN and other countries donated financial AID,

supplies and medical support.

Roads, bridges and Tacloban airport rebuilt.

‘Cash for work’ programmespaid locals for clearing

debris and rebuilding giving them an income.

Rice farming and fishing industries quickly rebuilt

to support jobs and the economy.

Oxfam (NGO) helped replace lost fishing boats.

Thousands of homesbuilt away from risk areas.

More cycloneshelters built for future safety.
   

 

 

 



 

 

Week 4 homework: Date Due
  

 

Example — Tropical storm (typhoon) Haiyan
 

   
Bee Haiyan was a category

2d and destruction were

organised the

$ called

storm. It made land in the

and

and poor

. The Philippines is classified as an

in November 2013. The main hazards causing death

(poor country) There

defences. Because the Government were poorly

response was poor. The country neededtocall on help from other countries and charities. This help is

 

Hazards andtheir effects

Wind speeds of km/h destroyed

A metre

coastal areas

surge flooded

Immediate responses 

Immediate responses help people immediately after

the hurricane has occurred. They include;

Long term responses

 

Longer term responseshelp people get back to

normal and rebuild their . They include;

 

 

Extremerain of mm caused 

widespread  

Primary effects

people drownedby storm surge

% of Tacloban city destroyed

600 000 people made

fishing boats lost and large amounts

of destroyed (major )

Secondary effects

 

million people without a job
Powersupplies out for month in some areas

services and disrupted

Shortagesof , and shelter
Disease spread due to poor

  
The US sent an

with search and rescue

The UK Government sent

provide emergency shelterfor families

The Philippines

food AID

International governments and AID agencies sent

food, water and temporary shelter to help people

after the disaster

to help 

to

, and field

hospitals were set up to help the injured

evacuation centres were set up

delivered

The donated financial aid

for programmepaid locals

for clearing debris and rebuilding to provide income

farming and industries

quickly rebuilt to create jobs

helped replace lost fishing boats

Thousands of built away from risk areas

More cyclone built for future safety  

 

 



 

Use tropical storm Hayian card Week 5 homework: Due date
 
 

 

Assess the extent to which tropical storms have effects on people and the

environment

 

Use Figure 1 and an example you have studied [9 marks]  ‘Hurricane Irmahit several islands in

the Caribbean on 6 September 2017,

with devastating consequencesfor

the local population. On Saint

Maarten,it has so far resulted in

eight deaths. Officials say that 95%

of the island has been destroyed and

the international airport and

harbour have beenseriously

damaged. Power, running water and

most communications have been

knocked out by this powerful storm.’

a x 1   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tropical storms can have effects on people and the environment.

For example

Hurricane Ermakilled people because

In the Philippine's it was even worse when TyphoonHaiyankilled people

because

There werealso homeless because

 

This would have led to further deaths because
 

 

Tropical storms have serious economic effects for people as well. Erma destroyed

 

 

For people this meant
 

 

 

Haiyan also destroyed
 

 

 

For people this meant
 

 

 

The environmentwasalso badly effected in both places. The effects of intense wind

and storm surges would have destroyed
 

 

And causederosion along

Coastal flooding would also have polluted

meaning

 

 

 

 

Overall the effects on people and environment are huge becausetropical storms

 

 



 

Example — Extreme UK

weather

The exam paper mayrefer to this case study in an exam questionas;
“Using an example of a recent extreme weathereventin the UK...”
 

Somerset Levels Floods   Example exam question: ‘UK weatheris becoming more extreme’. Use evidence to support this statement
  

Key idea: The UK is experiencing more extreme weather. Scientists suspect that a major factoris global climate change affecting UK weatherpatterns
bringing more extreme heatwaves, prolongedrainfall, high and low temperatures Flooding has occurred naturally on the very flat Somerset levels for
centuries, but as the area has been drained and increasingly developed for farming and housing; many people are now atrisk from extreme flood

events caused by increasingly prolongedrainfall. The flooding on the Somersetlevels was the worst ever known. There have been both immediate and
longer-term responsesto the 2014 Floods.
 

 

Examples of recent extreme weatherin the UK

2003- Heatwave over the UK with record

temperaturesin Kent of 38.5°C — 2000 died

2010 — Heavy snowfall in December - Ireland recorded

a record low temperature of -18.7°C

2013-14 — Severe flooding across Southern England —

The wettest winter in 250 years

2015-6 — Severe storms and heavyrainfall caused

devastating flooding in Northern England — Dec 2015

was the wettest and warmest month on record

Whatcaused the Somersetlevels floods in 2014?
The wettest January since records began with 350mm

falling (100mm above average)

High tides & storm surges sweptup the rivers from the

Bristol Channel blocking flood waters flowing to sea

Rivers had not been dredged(clearing mud from the

river bed) for the last 20 years so they were unable to
hold all the flood water and overflowed.  

Social, Economic & Environmental Impacts

Social.

Over 6,000 housesflooded

16 farms evacuated of people and animals.

Moorland village cut-off by flood water.

Residents evacuated to temporary

accommodation for several months.

Powersupply problemstovillages.

Economic.

The cost of the damage was £10 million

Over 14,000 hectares of farmland under

water for 3-4 weeks destroying crops

Over 1,000 livestock evacuated.

Local roads cut-off & Bristol to Taunton

railway line closed at Bridgwater disrupting

commuters

Environmental.

Floodwaters contaminated with sewage & oil.

Stagnant water became de-oxygenated
Local habitats flooded affecting bio-diversity  

Responsesto theflooding:

IMMEDIATE Responses:

Villagers who werecut-off by the floods used boats to go

shopping or attend school.

Local community groups & volunteers helped clear up

flood debris.

Royal marine rescue boats helped strandedvillagers with

transport and supplies

Police were on patrol due to reports of a crime surge.

Huge pumpsused to pump floodwaterbackinto rivers.

LONG-TERM Responses:

£20 million Flood Action Plan has been launched by

Somerset County Council and the Environment Agency.

I8km of the Rivers Tone and Parrett were dredged to

increase the capacity of the river channel.

Road levels raised above flood waters to maintain

communications so businesses can continue during floods.

Vulnerable communities will have new flood defences.

By 2024 consideration will have been given to a newtidal
barrage in the River Severn estuary at Bridgwater!
  



 

 
Example — Somersetlevels flooding

 
Week 6 homework: Date Due
 

 

 

very flat Somerset

+. Y

N

   
 

The UK is experiencing more extreme

patterns and bringing more extreme , prolonged , high and low

for centuries, but as the area has been

many people are now at risk from extreme

. Scientists suspect that a major factoris global

events caused by increasingly

wasthe worst ever known. There have been both immediate and longer-term responses to the 2014 Floods.

change affecting UK weather

. Flooding has occurred naturally on the

and increasingly developed for and housing;

rainfall. The flooding on the Somerset levels

 

 

Examples of recent extreme weatherin the UK

2003- over the UK with record

temperatures in Kent of °C-

2010 — Heavy snowfall in December - Ireland

recorded a record low temperature of °C

2013-14 — Severe flooding across Southern England

e.g. levels - The wettest winter in___ years

2015-6 — Severe storms and heavy caused

devastating flooding in England e.g.

Cumbria — Dec 2015 wasthe wettest and warmest

month on record

died

Whatcaused the Somersetlevels floods in 2014?

The wettest since records began with

mm falling (100mm aboveaverage)

High & storm

from the Bristol Channel blocking

flowing to sea downlocalrivers like the R.

swept up therivers

waters

Rivers had not been (clearing mud from

the river bed) for the last 20 years so they were
unable to hold all the flood water and  

Social, Economic & Environmental Impacts

Social.

Over houses flooded

16 farms evacuated of people and animals.

Several cut-off by flood water.

Residents to temporary

accommodation for several months.

and water supply problemsto

villages.

Economic.

The cost of the damage was £

Over 14,000 hectares of

water for 3-4 weeks destroying

Over livestock evacuated.

Local roads cut-off & Bristol to

line closed at Bridgwater disrupting

million

under

railway

Responsesto theflooding:

IMMEDIATE Responses:

Villagers who werecut-off by the floods used

to go shoppingor attend school.

Local community groups & volunteers helped clear up

flood from roads and homes.

Royal rescue boats helped strandedvillagers

with transport and supplies

Police were on patrol dueto reports of a

Huge used to pump floodwaterback into

LONG-TERM Responses:

surge.

£ million Flood Action Plan has been launched

by Somerset County and the Agency.

km of the Rivers and were dredged

to increase the of the river channel.

levels raised above flood waters to maintain

 

 

Environmental.

Floodwaters contaminated with

Stagnant water became de-oxygenated

Local flooded affecting bio-diversity

& oil.

communications so businesses can continue during

floods.

Vulnerable communities will have new flood .

By 2024 consideration will have beengiven to a new tidal

inthe River estuary at Bridgwater!   



 

Week 7 homework: Due date
  
 

Use Somersetlevels flooding card

 

 
‘The weatherin the UK is becoming more extreme’ Use evidence to

supportthis statement [6 marks]
 

| agree that the weatherin the UK is becoming more extreme.

The main reasonforthis is the growing effects of

on the UK’s weatherpatterns.

This means the UK has experienced much more extreme weatherin recent years

such as

 

 

 

 

 

Specific evidence of recent extreme weathereventsfirstly include

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This occurred in and was caused by

Secondly

This occurred in and was caused by

Finally

This occurredin and wascaused by
 

 

 

Overall our weather in becoming more extreme because of the numberof extreme

weatherrecords that have been broken in the last 10-20 years.


